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What you are trying to achieve 

The SEF helps you to show what you do and how you meet the needs of the 

children... it is all about answering the question ‘what is it like for a child here?’ 

However, many childminders tell me that the SEF is not a very accessible 

document – it is long, the wording can be Ofsted-speak and once they have put 

the information into the SEF, they feel they don’t want to mess about with it very 

much in case they lose everything. 

So... I thought about how to record improvement without having to go online and 

start messing about with the SEF. 

 

When to record information 

Every time you do something new for your childminding provision, you really 

should make a note of it.  If you don’t, you will find that 3 years have passed in a 

flash between inspections and you have forgotten things you have done or 

changes you have made. 

 

Other ways to record information 

I have a number of files that help me to show evidence of improvement such 

as... 

• A personal development file - which includes information such as details of 

the local network I have joined and a printed copy of my SEF. I used to 

scribble on that when I made improvements, but this paperwork will be more 

accessible I think; 

• Folders of my e-books - that I have printed out and use for reference; 

• ‘Moving on’ document from Cheshire which helps me to show that I am 

proactive at keeping abreast of new initiatives; 

• Certificates and awards displayed in frames on my ‘boasting wall’. Why not? 

Nobody else is going to sing my praises are they? 

• A file for certificates I have gained when attending courses etc. 

It is very important that you include any information that shows you are 

professional and always trying to improve. 
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Think about including information such as... 

• E-books you have purchased and read and details about what they have 

taught you about working with the children / parents / other settings / 

paperwork etc; 

• Information you have downloaded / accessed from the internet to help 

children’s learning and development; 

• Groups you attend to share ideas etc with other childminders; 

• Friends you visit or who visit you and who have given you new ideas; 

• Ideas from your local childminding coordinator that you have taken on board 

and used in your home or garden; 

• Outings which enhance children’s learning experiences; 

• Resources you have bought and how they have helped you to meet the 

children’s changing needs; 

• Training you have attended for specific children’s medical conditions; 

• Paperwork you have updated / changed / adapted to make it work better; 

• Books you have bought or borrowed and read from the library; 

• Courses you have attended; 

• Forums you belong to which help you share good practice with other 

childminders; 

• Ideas received  and acted upon from parents; 

• Ways in which you have taken the children’s individual needs into 

consideration; 

• Comments made by children (perhaps via questionnaires) that have changed 

the ways you work; 

Think about anything you have changed / added / improved since the last 

inspection and how it has improved outcomes for children...  
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YOUR SETTING 

Improvements made since last inspection – 

Think about... any improvements you have made to your house / garden and 

how they have made a difference to the way you work.  For example, you might 

have updated your garden or put up new fencing to keep children safe... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

VIEWS OF THOSE WHO USE YOUR SETTING 

Comments made since last inspection – 

Think about... if you have given parents questionnaires and their comments; 

whether parents have spoken to you and made suggestions; whether you have 

had any complaints and how you have dealt with them... 
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THE QUALITY OF THE EARLY YEARS PROVISION AND OUTCOMES FOR 

CHILDREN WHO ATTEND 

b) The extent to which children achieve and enjoy their learning 

Requirement - Providers must plan and organise their systems to ensure that 

every child receives an enjoyable and challenging learning and development 

experience that is tailored to meet their individual needs; 

Improvements made since last inspection – 

Think about... your learning journeys and how they show children are enjoying 

your activities; your individual and group planning and evidence via photos of 

things the children have done... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

c) The extent to which children feel safe 

Requirement - Outdoor and indoor spaces, furniture equipment, and toys must 

be safe and suitable for their purpose.  

Improvements made since last inspection – 

Think about... how you make sure children are safe through daily risk 

assessments and checks; how you encourage children to keep themselves safe 

through planned activities... 
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d) The extent to which children adopt healthy lifestyles  

Requirement - The provider must promote the good health of the children, take 

necessary steps to prevent the spread of infection, and take appropriate action 

when they are ill. 

Improvements made since last inspection – 

Think about... whether you have updated your first aid certificate; how you 

have managed a medication problem effectively; whether you have updated your 

medication policy to follow EYFS guidance; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

e) The extent to which children make a positive contribution 

Requirement - Children’s behaviour must be managed effectively and in a manner 

appropriate for their stage of development and particular individual needs. 

Improvements made since last inspection – 

Think about... whether you have been on a course for behaviour management 

and what it has taught you; if you have read any books about children’s 

behaviour; how you ensure children’s voices are heard in the setting... 
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f) The extent to which children develop skills for the future 

Requirements - The provider supports children in working towards the early 

learning goals – the knowledge, skills and understanding that young children 

should have acquired by the end of the academic year in which they reach 5 

Improvements made since last inspection – 

Think about... how you plan for individual children’s needs; your knowledge of 

the EYFS early learning goals; how you support school age children through 

working in partnership... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT 

h) The effectiveness of leadership and management in embedding 

ambition and driving improvement 

Requirements - Adults looking after children must have appropriate 

qualifications, training, skills and knowledge;  

Improvements made since last inspection – 

Think about... whether you have accessed EYFS or other training; how you 

evaluate your activities to improve outcomes for children; how your written 

records improve outcomes for the children... 
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i) The effectiveness with which your setting deploys resources 

Improvements made since last inspection – 

Think about... whether you have added any new storage; how you display your 

resources and why; how you take into account children’s needs when providing 

and buying new resources... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

j) The effectiveness with which the setting promotes equality and 

diversity 

Improvements made since last inspection – 

Think about... whether you have taken any courses to update your knowledge; 

any books you might have read about equality and diversity; your individual 

planning and how it supports children’s learning and development... 
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k) The effectiveness of safeguarding 

Requirement - The provider must take necessary steps to safeguard and 

promote the welfare of children in the setting; Adults looking after children, or 

having unsupervised access to them, must be suitable to do so; 

Improvements made since last inspection – 

Think about... whether you have updated your safeguarding training; your 

safeguarding procedure and when you last updated it; whether you have had any 

new CRB checks for family members; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

l) The effectiveness of the setting’s self-evaluation, including the steps 

taken to promote improvement 

Improvements made since last inspection – 

Think about... how you use your SEF to improve your service... 
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m) The effectiveness of partnerships 

Improvements made since last inspection – 

Think about... how you aim to work in partnership with other settings or 

professionals involved in the children’s lives; how you work in partnership with 

settings who are reluctant to share information; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

n) The effectiveness of the setting’s engagement with parents and carers 

Improvements made since last inspection – 

Think about... how you might have managed a complaint made by a parent; 

how you work with parents who are reluctant to share information; whether 

parents complete the daily diary or read their child’s learning journey and make 

comments... 
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Any other ways in which you have improved since your last inspection... 

For example you could talk about how you have developed an area of provision... 

1. Talk about why you wanted to develop the area; 

2. Use bullet points to show what you wanted to achieve eg... 

a. A garden that could be freely accessed in all weathers; 

b. A shelving system that was easily accessible to all children etc. 

3. Discuss the challenges you picked up on, maybe by... 

a. Talking to the children; 

b. Discussing things with parents; 

c. Considering financial implications etc. 

4. Set out, step-by-step, what you did to achieve your aims... 

a. I saved up money; 

b. I invested in new resources; 

c. I employed a gardener to... Etc. 

5. Set out what you did next... 

a. I involved the children; 

b. I planned the area; 

c. I took advice from parents; 

d. I resourced the area; 

e. The changes have helped me to meet the requirements of the EYFS 

by...;  

f. I ensured health and safety etc. 

Talk about each of these in turn, discussing how you involved children and why it 

was important; which resources you bought and why they made a difference; 

how you wrote your risk assessments and why they worked. 

6. Think about any mistakes you made along the way and how you managed 

them. Accepting your mistakes and embracing challenges to show how you 

overcome them is a very important part of self evaluation; 

7. What next? A good childminder never stops evaluating and improving. Talk 

about what you intend to do next to improve outcomes for children in that 

area of your provision and WHY! 

 


